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From the Editors
I have always wanted to be a newspaper editor. Somewhere in the impressionable childhood mind was ensconced the image of the Capraesque cigar
chewing rough talking newspaper man who fearlessly took on corrupt politicians or the wine-soaked stylish journalist who rode a vespa through
Rome. So, when this opportunity came to start a newsletter for the Indian
community in Townsville and North Queensland, I jumped to it; Not very
elegantly, given my arthritic knees. Thankfully, there was Ritu to hold and
support me and the paper through the initial existential dread.
We had endless meetings, drank about a gallon of coffee (Ritu carries her
own special brew made of almond milk, heady stuff!) and debated endlessly about the name. The rest just fell into place! It appears that for such a
small place, Townsville has its ample quota of writers and story tellers and
they were generous with their time and imagination to indulge us. The result, in my unbiased opinion, is quite a respectable first attempt of a newsletter with variety to rival The Times. Then Ritu spent about a few hundred
hours formatting and arranging the articles and we were ready to go.
The first issue is obviously a victim of selection bias as we could not approach everyone personally for articles. We are aware there is a huge untapped talent base in this community and we are really excited to see what
literary gems the future will bring once the paper is better known. So, if you
know someone who has a special interest, thought or story to share, please
encourage them to send it to us at desibytes.IFT@gmail.com. We are also
looking forward to hear about your kids, their achievements and aspirations
in academics, sports, art and culture. We would also really appreciate your
thoughts and suggestions that will help us improve the newsletter.
The IndiaFest Committee was instrumental in conceptualizing and publicizing this newsletter. Take a bow, guys. This wouldn’t have been possible
without you. A big shout out also to the first contributors who stoically endured our multiple phone calls and messages demanding the articles. We
appreciate Sharav Ahuja for his remarkable effort in designing the cover
page of ‘Desi Bytes’. Thank you for your kind support.
So welcome to the very first instalment of Desi Bytes. May it live long and
prosper.
Suparna and Ritu
Desibytes.IFT@gmail.com
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Message from the President of IndiaFest, Townsville
Dear Indian Australians,
Namaskar! Greetings from the IndiaFest Committee 2021.

President and Coordinator
Dr. Abhishek Joshi (0467737 891)
Vice President and
Co-coordinator
Mr. Anil Matthew (0422 217 030)
Secretary
Mr. Chakri Macha (0408 618 542)
Joint Secretary
Mr Sam Kadavil (0437 474 926)
Treasurer
Mr Abhishek Singh (0413 158 551)
Joint Treasurer
Mrs
Meera
Sivafoganathan
(0417028206)
Health & Safety (CoVid-19/First Aid)
Dr Shailesh Tripathi (0476 720 710) Chair
Dr Abhiranjan Shukla (0410 096 690)
Dr Anil Gautam (0424 330 382)
Cultural :
Mr.Binu Jacob (0424 512 450) - Chair
Mrs. Prianjali D’Souza (0403 557 972)
Dr Anand Kumar (0401 679 035)
Dr Rahul Dua (0422 292 322)
Dr Sandhya Menon (0456 079 745)
Stage :
Dr. Aman Ahuja.(0459 847 855) – Chair
Mrs Chaitali Chaudhary (0430 114 427)
Mrs Deepa Menon (0428 874 987)
Sponsorship & Grants:
Dr Manish Khanna (0417 787 439):
Chair
Dr Arjun Chavan (0449 766 345)
Dr Anupama Sankar (0422 304 427)
Infrastructure & Ground:
Dr. Sugeet Baveja (0437 647 860)
Mr Bobby Barring (0414 619 310)
Chair, President, Secretary and Treasurer
Food and General Stalls:
Mr Venu Kadiyala (0410 803 410) Chair
Mr Samad Khan (0439 811 185)
Marketing & Advertisement:
Mr.Nick Attam (0438 749 297)
Media :
Dr Suparna Chakrabarty (0404 802 265)
- Chair
Mrs Ritu Jhamb (0413 617 720)
IT Support
Mr Nihar Bhatt Re-boot (07 44201137)
India Fest Advisory Board
Chair: Mr Amar jit Singh Bhela
Ms Dushy Thangiah
Dr Suresh Varma
Prof. Shashidhar Murthy
Mr. Biju Akkamparambil

First of all, I would like to express my heartfelt condolences to all the people and
families of our Indian Australian diaspora in Townsville and surrounds who have
been affected by COVID-19 in India or Australia. Unfortunately, we were also
not immune to this wrath and as you all are aware, had to cancel our India Fest
2020 last year. Isn’t it ironic that last year we all had a 2020 vision but never saw
it coming? We never considered how our lives would be turned upside down.
We never thought we would be blocked from international or interstate or even
inter-family travel. We never imagined the possibility of breathing air that might
kill us or the people we loved. Many of us had never even heard of Zoom. Would
it not be nice to know the future? Or would it?
As a historic year has wound down, it is worth reflecting on its teachable moments and the implications for the road ahead. As Socrates said, “Wonder is the
beginning of wisdom” and there is much to be amazed at this year. Firstly, I
would like to commend the Indian Australian community for their resilience and
the important role they have played as first responders in the fight against this
pandemic both across health and travel sectors. Last but not the least a big pat
on the back for all of us who have made tough adjustments to stay safe, upskilled ourselves (e.g digitally) in times of uncertainty and have made that special space available for each other.
Now there seems to be light at the end of the tunnel as vaccines are a reality.
Can I urge all of you to please login to www.health.qld.gov.au and register with
your doctor to get the vaccine. With this never-ending hope of humanity, we
should be able to deliver a safe and successful India Fest event this year. I am
grateful and congratulate all the new members of our IFT 2021 committee who
have voluntarily taken up this responsibility. The tentative date for India Fest this
year is 28th August but please keep yourselves updated via our website
www.indiafesttownsville.org for latest information. Please forward your expressions of interest for participating in this event to indiafesttownsville@gmail.com
This year we also have initiated our monthly e-newsletter DESI BYTES to address the needs and interest of our Indian Australian community and seek regular contributions from the local community. Please send your contributions to
desibytes.IFT@gmail.com.
Back to uncertainty, and 2020 as a metaphor for life. Do we really want to know
the future? Or as American comedian Steven Wright puts it – “I don’t really want
to know today, but I want to make every moment until then as good as it can
be”. Perhaps that should be the case for all for us all the time. If I have learned
anything from 2020 experience, it would be this: none of us, especially me, are
very good at guessing the future; reality can be far weirder than fiction; living in
the moment can be very rewarding; its really valuable when a clear pathway forward becomes evident, and joy can still be found in small things in life.
Please stay safe, enjoy 2021 to the fullest and see you all at the India Fest this
year.
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Indian Community Events
Sri Siddhi Vinayak Temple, Gumlow
Sri Siddhi Vinayak Temple Opening Timings : Monday to Friday 6 PM—7 PM.
Saturday and Sunday 10 AM—12 Noon.

North Queensland Hindu Community, Vincent
Events & Activities April 2021
Purnavidya: Spiritual Education for Children
Sunday 4th April and 18th April 2021 10.00 am to 11.00 am.
Ram Navami: Wednesday 21 April 2021
Havan & Celebrations: Saturday, 24th April 2021 6 pm onwards

Townsville Gurudwara Saheb
Vaisakhi will be celebrated for 3 days on 16th, 17th &18th of April with Paath & Langar
day and night.

Sangrand of the month on the following Sunday celebrated with Paath & Langar from 10
Am to 3 Pm.

Kerala Association of Townsville
Kerala Association of Townsville is celebrating Easter & Vishu
Date: 16/04/2021
Time: 6:30 Pm

Venue: 38 Canterbury Rd. Kirwan 4810

Classical Indian Dance Festival : Presented by Geetha’s Natyalaya.
Date-17/04/2021. Time: 6.30 pm to 8.30 pm (Free event)
Venue: Calvary Christian Church Auditorium, 569 Bayswater Rd, Mount Lousia
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Indian High Commission Events and Announcements
International Video Blogging Contest
International Video Blogging Contest to be conducted by Indian Missions for
foreign alumni students studied in India on the theme “My impressions of India” or “What India means to me”. This is organised by the Indian Council of
Cultural Relations. The last date for entries is 4th April, 2021. Please contact
the High Commission or the Desibytes for further details.
Prizes: 1st prize:USD2000, 2nd prize:USD1000, 3RD prize: USD 750

Local Community Events
1.

ANZAC Day - 25th April 2021. Dawn service at Riverway Stadium. Ticketed event.

2.

Perc Tucker Regional Gallery (12 Feb –11th April, 2021, 10 AM to 3 PM) - Katya Venter : Curioser
and Curioser— Exhibition on modern Steam Punk with twist of neo noir. Suitable for all ages. Entry
is free.

3.

Free microchipping days for your pets at the animal care and adaption centre on 21st April, 19th
May and 30th June 2021. Bookings required (134810).

4.

Storytime at Citylibraries, Thuringowa Central. Booking essential. 1st April, 22nd April and 29th
April 2021.

How to reister for Covid Vaccine?
Register on https://www.qld.gov.au/health/conditions/health-alerts/coronavirus-covid-19/protectyourself-others/covid-19-vaccine
Click on “Covid 19 vaccine” and then “eligibility checker”
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Out of the Box: Kalpana Singh.
Dr Kalpana is a Gynaecologist having a special interest in genital dermatology. She is very
interested in fine arts, travelling, photography and in non-fiction books.

Basant Utsav
From ancient times of Mohenjo-Daro, around 3rd millennium BC, Indians knew
how to produce &trade in red, Yellow & blue dye extracted from plants like Rubia, turmeric & indigo. It wasn’t a surprise then that one day in the year people
celebrated playing
with colours, producing
myriad of colour
combinations. What better
time to choose
then other than around
the full moon at
the year end, when most
of India was collecting their abundant harvest, having feeling
of fulfilment and great
hopes for a plentiful new year. Their joy had
no bounds, emotions were unrestrained.
Forgetting their
differences, people came
together. They
gave different names and
reasons to this in various parts of India. The feeling was infectious. Even the
flamboyant nature couldn’t help itself going wild, it also showed itself off in the
explosion of colours at spring time.
Having spent a significant part of my life near Mathura, how can I forget the
aura around the time of Holi. Nobody in the community was spared. Groups of
young and old ladies prepared awesome treats weeks in advance, children
whose evenings were spent planning colour attacks on unsuspecting victims,
and men, who helped the ladies and children in these tasks and organised festivals entertaining the crowds.
Australia as though in competition with spring, shows off none the less colours
in Autumn. Weather is essentially the same, and in diversity it beats India. On
the festival of Holi, we are proud to celebrate our country Australia and our Indian heritage and cultural traditions with fun, colours and food, signifying joy,
diversity and abundance.
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Our experience...
Sangla clan are a family of health professionals and residents of Townsville for more
than two decades.
We arrived in Australia at the turn of the century and thus began a new journey. It was as terrifying as it
was exciting. Even though we were well travelled and had lived in the Pacific for two years prior to moving to Australia, it was still a cultural challenge. We also faced the issues of having to resettle, make new
friends, find out where we fit in and try and build some semblance of the world and life we used to know.
Adaptation and integration take time, patience and a hefty dose of awareness and participation.
When we migrated, we were in our early thirties and at the stage of life that matters. When you are
twenty the world feels like your oyster; you can go anywhere and do anything without feeling like you’re
leaving anything behind. As you age your friendships grow stronger and your values solidify as you realise
that many things of fundamental importance take years to build. The very thought of moving can be a
challenge. Our daughter was only a few months old when we decided to move, and it made the experience more beautiful but also incredibly more difficult.
Learning all the new cultural rules was like running from wildfire, we were always racing to keep up and
afraid of not being able to mingle in this new society. There were times of confusion and being perplexed
when people replied ‘no worries’ or ‘you’re right’ to a simple sorry after bumping into someone.
There were spells of incredibly tough nostalgia and moments where we wished for our large extended
family. We were not born as the internet generation and we grew up playing gully danda, marbles, ludo,
card games, snakes and ladders, swimming, horse riding and cricket and badminton. We had to adapt to
the generational, situational and cultural change. We missed those simple gems of childhood and how
easy it was.

I must confess it has taken many years, but the feeling of home has come to settle and even still I find
myself experiencing societal oddities. Things that are outrageous or bewildering to us are meaningless or
normal to others and vice versa. We have many times had to decide ‘what fits our values and what our
values are?’. We had been bewildered by the new culture. In time we found that parts of it have resonated with us. There is a constant re-negotiation of behavior, cultural context, social norms and even normal
values. One must be very careful; you may be in another country physically but mentally you may not be
there at all. This is the easier way, but it is harmful in the long term because instead of building bridges,
you are just isolating yourself. “Functioning societies cannot be built through isolated communities”, having said that, your background is who you are and is what makes you unique. You should cherish it and
own it when you move. Learn the culture of the place you move to, become part of it but don’t lose who
you are.
Sometimes you will feel like no one understands what you are going through. You will have to learn to do everything for yourself and do it every day. Remember, it applies to both of you. We had to work in a job that is a much
more junior role than what we have been practicing for years. It also happens only one spouse might be working
while the other automatically takes the role of homemaker, sacrificing for the family till they can find their feet
around. One must re-allocate roles within the family to re-adjust to this new way of living all the while potential-

ly re-studying for exams that you already passed many years ago. Many sacrifices were made. These
things are difficult for non-immigrant families back home to understand or empathize with because it is a
wholly unique experience. Often this journey is easily overlooked because it takes place in the hearts,
minds, and souls of families. Issues like language challenges, family separation, missing your home country, and negotiating two cultures are all part of the journey.
‘Rippa’ ‘Fair go mate’ ‘Crikey’ ‘Just pulling your leg’ ‘She’ll be right’ ‘Fairdinkum’ ‘Yeah, nah’
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The language challenge that most of us face stems from being unable to express ourselves effectively or
communicate with locals. We were fortunate to have been proficient in English but learning the slang and
understanding the accent still took time. We would be lying if we said we did not experience racism. Living in a place which, at that time, did not have much multiculturalism, we often dealt with prejudice.
Though sometimes it came from a place of malice, most of the time it was simply the unknown. Just as we
had to adjust to another culture, they did not know about ours. It will affect you and it hurts. Why am I
being treated differently? Isn’t it only my skin colour that is different? Why is it so much more difficult for
me to be successful? Why do people look down on my country when they really know nothing about it? It
is important to note that sometimes people treat us badly and it is not because of our skin colour but it
can be hard for us to discern when this is case. My advice is to give people the benefit of the doubt, because mostly race is not the issue. Without support and an encouraging environment, feelings of isolation
may set in, but as you meet new people, truly experience this new world and learn new ways of living life
and expressing yourself, you will find happiness like you’ve never experienced before. Never forget
you can’t clap with one hand.

Another issue we faced in this exciting journey is the separation from our family and friends. The familiar
surroundings, environments, weather, food, smells, people, and way of life we took for granted are suddenly turned upside down. People feel like they are losing themselves and who they are. Am I still Indian?
Am I Australian? Can I be both? Does it matter? Who am I? Where do I fit? Who you are and how you
think of yourself will change and that’s okay? I have now started thinking in English which I never thought
I would. When we go back home now, we have so many confusing emotions. We miss our families dearly, but they have also adapted to life without us. Our friends have moved on but when we go
back it feels like nothing has changed. Each time we leave we experience those feelings of loss over and
over again but know in our hearts that we are no longer used to that life anymore. We are also not the
same people we left behind all those years ago.
In every society, there is always cultural progression whether it is for better or worse, but when you immigrate your culture stops. Your friends continue to advance while you are stuck in our culture/religion/
beliefs from the time you left. This creates issues.
We have in time had to improvise, change and accept our transition. We have found that other members
of our community have done so as well. It is important to move forward together both as a group and as
husband and wife. How so ever many husband and wife jokes you make, come time, it will just be the two
of you.
So far, I have only told you about the hurdles of being an immigrant family. Living in a new country and
experiencing a new life has made us better and more worldly people. We think with broader minds and
have had so many more amazing experiences because of it. We’ve had the pleasure of watching our
daughter experience a significantly different childhood to ours. Though she certainly had many hurdles to
overcome, she has thrived and grown into a strong, independent and bold young woman. We have often
wondered how she might be different had we not moved and frankly grateful that we did.

She loves her life and the opportunities she has been presented with along the way. She has taught us
many things and together we have loved every new experience this journey brought us. Our lives would
have been so different to what it is now, and we are proud of what we have created and the beautiful life
we get to live because of it. We are very privileged to live in a multicultural society and I’m proud to be an
Australian. We have experienced more cultures, cuisines and ways of thinking because of it. We used our
paints and canvas and created our own Van Gogh level masterpiece. Only ours is unique to our journey,
filled with the colours of our obstacles and treasured memories. Pick up your own blank canvas and
see how creative you can be.

Sangla family
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The History Column.
Raibhan Yadav.
Dr Raibhan Yadav is Consultant Cardiologist at the
Townsville University Hospital and The Mater Hospital.
Raibhan lives in Townsville with his wife Supriya and
two daughters. Raibhan’s hobbies include History and
Bollywood music.

Panipat—Where empires rose and fell.
The year was 1995. I was travelling to Chandigarh from Delhi to sit exams at The Post Graduate
Institute of India. Enroute, the bus pulled up at Panipat.I remembered enough from my school
history books that major battles had been fought in Panipat and that the Marathas had lost a major battle there. Here I was, far away from my native Maharashtra, feeling more than a little
homesick , anxious about the exam that I was facing when it suddenly dawned on me that many
centuries ago Marathas had travelled by horseback and foot all the way from Maharashtra to Panipat. They fought a major battle, died in their thousands and faced annihilation. Suddenly, the
long train and bus travel, and the trepidation of exams had lost their menace. No one was chasing
me with a sword or a lance. The only thing that could have killed me was the horrendous traffic
on the highway! It also kindled a curiosity about Panipat that has lasted to this day.
Panipat today is a city of close to 5,50,000 souls. Its busy and dusty streetscapes do not stand out
from any other city in India and yet it is easy to dismiss its importance in our history. It is believed
that it finds mention in the Mahabharat as one of the 5 villages the Pandavas settled in prehistoric times. As a strategic place that influenced who was to rule Delhi and hence India, perhaps it is
the most important . It lies 80 kms north of Delhi and is on a flat plain that permits easy movement of cavalry . Three important battles have been fought there and each changed the course of
Indian history. A short description of each battle follows.

The First Battle of Panipat -1526:
Since the thirteenth century, Delhi had for three centuries been ruled by the the Delhi Sultanate which
was a powerful presence in northern India. The Sultanate was under the control of Sultan Ibrahim Lodhi,
of Afghan Descent, who had alienated many of his nobles. Babur was invited by one of the many warring
factions in Northen India to undertake a fullscale invasion of India. He was a descendant of Taimur, who
at the tender age of fifteen he already had his own warband. He captured Kabul in 1504 and made it his
base for raids into Central Asia. Increasingly, he found himself tempted by the unimaginable wealth of India. In the years that followed, he mounted a series of incursions into Punjab.
With an army of 10,000 men, that were well equipped and superbly trained he embarked on his invasion
of India in 1525. His army swept aside the Afghan force that marched out to meet it, so Sultan Ibrahim
himself led a second army into the field, taking up a position at Panipat. On 12 April 1526, Babur found
himself confronted with an enormous multitude: 100,000 men and 1,000 elephants. Unfazed, he set
about constructing an impromptu fortress on the open plain, tying 700 carts together and fronting them
with earthen ramparts as protection for his cannon and for his musketeers with their matchlocks. As the
days passed and a hesitant Sultan Ibrahim stayed his attack, Babur was able to consolidate his position
still further. He dug trenches and felled trees, constructing barriers to the left and right, while leaving gaps
through which his cavalry could charge.
To be continued in the next edition….
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Travelogue
Indian in the Outback
(memoirs of Aparna Nagaraj in Mount Isa)
Dr Aparna Nagraj is a Resident Medical Officer at the Mt Isa Base Hospital. She is a FIFO worker from
Townsville where her husband Vikram, Mother in Law and Daughter live. Aparna’s hobbies include singing
and photography.
“The best view of

Mount Isa is in the rear view mirror”, was one of the first opinions I got to hear
from friends who had travelled and lived briefly in the Rodeo Capital of Australia. Well, that was
not something I was expecting to hear after accepting a job at the Mount Isa Hospital for a year!
With much despair, I, like every other human being with access to unlimited internet, googled
Mount Isa. One of the first things that popped up was the highly productive Mount Isa Mines and
the lead contamination in the city. I slouched into my chair and asked my husband “Have I made
the right decision?”. And he said, “ You know what they say, You won’t know until you try it”.
The very next day we were on our way to visit Isa. A 9 hour drive from Townsville but could very
much turn into a 12 hour drive if you have a screaming child in your car! The drive was surprisingly good, firstly because of the vast beautiful landscapes with some of the most vivid colours I have
seen, but also mostly because my husband was driving the long stretch of uninterrupted roads
that could get extremely monotonous!
We reached Isa and funnily enough I was pleasantly surprised. This city not only had the most
flash-looking mines but also had a Kmart and Bunnings. Now I can’t speak for everyone else but
for me Kmart and Bunnings is key for survival!
After settling in one of the 3 available motels in the city, we decided to visit Lake Moondarra. Approximately a 15 km drive from the city and with not much expectations in my disappointed
brain, this place was an oasis in the outback.
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Amidst the ochre red mountain ranges was not just a lake, but a humongous reservoir surrounded by lush greenery. Hence, appropriately named as Moondarra - an Aboriginal name that means
“plenty of rain also thunder”. Watching the fiery orange sky over the blue water with colourful
peacocks strolling around with their remarkable call in the background,

I felt one with nature, I felt welcomed.
I knew this was the beginning of some beautiful memories in the making. I was one happy Indian
in the Australian Outback…
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Bombay Talkies: Ritu Jhamb
Mrs Ritu Jhamb is a teacher by profession, working as an EALD specialist at Aitkenvale State
School. Ritu lives in Townsville with her husband Puneet and two sons. Her hobbies are
reading, watching Indi movies and drinking different types of coffee.

The Last Colour
Directed by Vikas Khannna.
Cast: Neena Gupta, Rajeshwar Khanna, Aslam Shekh.

A hearttouching story line and thought provoking…
STORY : A young tightrope walker and a widow named Noor yearn to play with colours during
Holi, but Noor and the other widows are held back by tradition.
There is a lack of equality and respect for widows in society, with individual’s participation in festivals and acceptance being based on caste, class, gender or sexual orientation. Set in 1989 Banaras, renowned chef Vikas Khanna’s social drama ‘The Last Color’ addresses the need for inclusion and putting humanity before obsolete and unfair customs and traditions.
The film starts in 2013 and gets a flashback of 24 years. We follow the troubled childhood
of Supreme Court Advocate Noor Saxena (Princy Sudhakaran) aka Chhoti, who ensures the
widows of Varanasi get a chance to celebrate holi, too. Why must they be deprived of colours and beauty and companionship?

Review: The child actor Aqsa Siddique as ‘Chhoti’ is just brilliant. Her chemistry with Noor
is adorable to watch. This is one of those films that can change your thoughts about various things of society which most of us are not comfortable in discussing. The movie will
stay with you for a long period of time.
I have not read the book but at times it does seem to deviate from its focus... the fragments and
scenes do ooze the essence of the storytelling but still do not seemingly fit well into the frames,
there are few repetitive and redundant sequences too... However, commendable and subtle performances by Nina Gupta and Aqsa Siddiqui not only manage to keep it afloat but also help upraise ...it was named for academy award ... a good watch..
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Health ; Arjun Chavan
Dr Arjun Chavan is Paediatric intensivist working at the Townsville University Hospital. He lives in Townsville with his wife Nitika and his son and daughter.Arjun’s hobbies include technology and cricket.

Covid Vaccination- the revolution that unseats the corona crown
Vaccination has been an essential armamentarium across the journey of human life from the cradle to the
grave. Never before however has a pandemic like Coronavirus-19 caused such a necessity to literally
make this a top most priority for mankind. The havoc that began in the beginning of this decade cannot
be forgotten- millions dead, countries shut, life as we know it not the same….there are so many of us who
have become helpless at not being able to be there for our families.
We are not out of the trouble yet, new strains evolving, millions still getting infected, anti-vaccination
campaigns and fake news, worries about some vaccines not being “efficacious”- the new buzzword.
It’s in this context that it is important to lay out what vaccines can and cant do, their potential side effects
and what our realistic expectations need to be.
Types of Coronavirus vaccines ( none use any live material)
mRNA technology: Messenger RNA can be thought of a code that is used to signal manufacturing
between the nucleus of a cell ( that has DNA). It does not enter the nucleus and cause change in DNA/
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Key learning points:
Before the vaccines were available, the risk of dying from covid was high especially in those with premorbid conditions. In those early days any vaccine with even a 50% efficacy was thought to have
been amazing.
All vaccines have been proven to significantly reduce the risk of dying-a very high efficacy of > 90%,
although they will not be very good to prevent asymptomatic covid spread.

What does this mean for us?
Covid vaccination still does not mean that one cannot get Covid infection- one is likely to be more
safe. A mass vaccination program is likely to bring the pandemic in control through need of
less hospitalisation and deaths, thus making it more manageable for the world to return towards the new normal.
With emerging new data, the vaccination has been proven to be safe in people who are otherwise
immune-challenged e.g. Diabetics, auto-immune disorders etc. This however needs to be assessed on a case by case basis with your doctor to make adequate arrangements for these
higher risk groups.
Whilst vaccination is one of the key strategies, it still does not do away with the need to social distance, maintain hygiene etc
This is a simple general information based on current data, individuals need to discuss their needs
with GP and get further information.
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Health at Home: Ritu Jhamb

Fenugreek (Methi) Water Benefits: 5 Reasons To Drink This Up Every Morning

Fenugreek seeds are loaded with health-benefiting properties. Methi/Fenugreek water is
something that anybody can consume. It facilitates weight loss, is good for your liver, kidneys and metabolism.”
1. Fenugreek water consumption is great for generating heat in the body; it helps give vitality to the body and boosting immunity.
2. Fenugreek water is excellent for lactating mothers as it aids in milk production.
3.

Fenugreek is excellent for regulating blood sugar levels. It may help in tackling insulin
resistance, making it more responsive and sensitive.

4.

Consuming fenugreek water the first thing in the morning is excellent for boosting
metabolism.

5.

Fenugreek water is a great antacid. Its regular consumption may help strengthen the
digestive system and check issues tied to gastritis and bloating.
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Recipe : Sandhya Menon
Dr Sandhya Menon is a consultant radiologist at the Townsville University Hospital. She lives in
Townsville with her husband Madhu & her daughter. She loves practising Bharatnatayam in her
free time.

New Year as per the Indian calendar is around the corner. It falls on 14 th April
and is known as Baisakhi in North India, Puthandu in Tamil Niadu and Vishu in
Kerala… Let us welcome this new year with recipes of some of the forgotten
traditional dishes.
This particular recipe of Neem flower (yes you heard it right … neem flower!!…
it is not bitter like rest of the tree...fun fact ) is significant as it blooms in AprilMay and known for its nutritive, antioxidant and gastro intestinal benefits.
NEEM FLOWER (VEEPAM POOVU) RASAM
1. Heat ghee (1 tbs) in a pan and add (1 bunch ) of dried neem flowers (neem flowers are
either sundried or fresh flowers) in low flame to golden.
2. Grind tomato pieces (2), garlic (4 pods),cumin seeds (1tsp), red chillies (2-3), pepper
pods (1/2 tbs), coriander leaves (one bunch), curry leaves (1 stem) and water (1/2 cup) to
coarse paste.
3. Add this mixture to bowl, add 2 cups of water ,tamarind paste (small lemon size),
asafoetida(1/4 tsp), jaggery (1 tbs),turmeric (1/2 tsp), cooked dhal (1 tbs-optional) , rasam
powder (1tsp), salt and let it boil.
4. Make seasoning of mustard, urud dhal, cumin and curry/corainder leaves in any oil of
your choice.
5. Add seasoning and ghee fried neem flowers to boiling mixture.
Enjoy the Veepam Poo /Neem flower rasam Desi style !!
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R & R News: Gautam Sinha
Mr Gautam Sinha is a clinical nurse at the Townsville University Hospital. Gautam lives in Townsville with
his wife Alpana and their two sons. Gautam’s passion is cricket and is the coach as well as player for
Brothers White (Punjabi Rebels Cricket Team).

Acheivement of our local Indian Cricket Community in Townsville.
Townsville Cricket C grade Grand Final was played by 2 Indian Community based teams in
Townsville last Sunday 21st March 2021
BROTHERS WHITE(PUNJABI REBELS) TCI Pool1
C Grade Champions 2020-21

BROTHERS WHITE CAPTAIN JASPREET SINGH"
MAN OF THE FINALS"

BROTHERS WHITE (PUNJABI REBELS)TCI 2021 C Grade pool 1 Premiers Champions

Well done for achieving rare double of Townsville T20 Winter Whack and Townsville C
grade premiership, this is a first by an Indian Community team in Townsville. Our opponents for the Grand Finals were our talented Brothers from Punjab (Subs
Green) this is also a first for Indian Community teams to face off in Grand Finals congratulations to them. It has been an honour to manage this team, looking forward to the next season.
A big thank you to all the members for supporting the team.
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Gardening: John Deambrosis
Mr. John Deambrosis is a retired sugar chemist and sugarcane farmer. He advises commercial farmers on
agronomy. He lives in Townsville with his wife Carol.
Hello and welcome to my gardening section My name is John Deambrosis and I live in Idalia. I am a keen
gardener. Gardening and soil science are some of my hobbies and interests. I will be sharing some tips
about growing a garden along with plants and trees.
Today’s introduction is fairly basic. With further editions I shall write more about the physical, chemical
and biological properties of soils and strategies to improve our soils to grow better plants and trees.

The Ideal and Key Soil Properties
For successful growth soil needs to provide plants with water, nutrients, air and physical support. However it is rare to find an ideal soil especially here in Townsville. Our soils here are Sodic (This will be further
explained later).
Soil vary both vertically and horizontally. Usually the deeper the profile, the more infertile the soil becomes.

Functions to Describe Soil Health: Physical
1. Get water into the soil and provide drainage.
2. Store plant available water in the soil.
3. Maintain structure for root growth and water extraction.
4. Remain aerobic after wet periods.

Chemical
1. Store and supply nutrients for plant growth.
2. Maintain Ph to support plant and microbial growth.
3. Minimise toxicities.

Biological
1. Maintain organic matter levels.
2. Support biological capacity for nutrient cycling and a resilient structure.
3. Maintain a diverse ecology of micro organisms to minimise disease.
If the above 10 key functions are met then the soil is described as healthy and conducive to allow maximum plant growth and yields. A health soil is productive, sustainable and profitable.
John is happy to answer your queries about soil and gardening. Please forward your queries
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We are proud of:
Riya Urkude
A student of Townsville Grammar School. Riya
is a consistent academic achiever with multiple
awards. She received a score of 99.90 in ATAR
2020. Riya is studying Medicine at the James
Cook University.

Amogh Bhardwaj
A student of Pimlico State High School. Amogh won multiple awards with an ATAR score of
96.25. He is pursuing his career in Medicine at the James Cook University. Amogh’s
favourite hobby is ‘Wall Climbing’.

Advertisements
House for Sale
House for sale in Riverside Ridge, Douglas. 1027m2 block with 424m2 under roof. Five bedrooms, three bathrooms and media room with gorgeous views on the deck. Close to
Willows shopping centre, The Townsville Hospital and James Cook University. Please contact Jayden Evans, Harcourts Kingsberry Townsville. Phone 0477543617 / 47722022
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